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M4 proposal (60-800 GHz, 1.5m tel.)  





Context and Major topics 

•  COrE and COrE & CMB-S4 cases 
 
•  More than just the gas (SZ) è dust and total mass 
 
•  Astrophysics 

 z>1 & z>2 samples, space and space & ground? 
 z>2 sample, gas and dust interplay in proto-clusters 

 
•  Cosmology 

 cluster counts (sensitivity to uncertainties 
 on Y-M normalization and evolution) 
  

•  Impact of telescope size (1.2 vs. 1.5 vs. 1.8m) 
  [P. de Bernardis talk on Wednesday morning] 



Additional topics 

•  Astrophysics 
 z>1 & z>2 samples, space and space & ground? 
 z>2 sample, gas and dust interplay in proto-clusters 
 cluster masses (M500) 
  

•  Cosmology 
 cluster counts (sensitivity to uncertainties 
 on Y-M normalization and evolution) 
 velocites (kSZ) 
 TCMB(z) 

 
•  Synergy with other experiments (eROSITA, Euclid, 
LSST, WFIRST, Athena) 



PSM simulations 

Maps 
http://www.jb.man.ac.uk/~cdickins/exchange/bpol_sims/Mathieu/SZ/core+_v4_SZ_sim_v2/ 
 
SZ inputs 
http://www.jb.man.ac.uk/~cdickins/exchange/bpol_sims/Mathieu/SZ/core+_v4_SZ_sim/components/sz/ 
 

Baseline COrE “SZ” simulations 60-800 GHz 1.5m tel. 

Need for 
•  1.2 and 1.8m tel. simulations 
•  corresponding CMB-S4 maps 

Contains usual PSM components plus 
tSZ (incl. relativistic) 
kSZ 
dust 
(but no CMB halo lensing) 

M. Remazeilles 
J. Delabrouille 
J.-B. Melin 

Planck 2015 results XXIII 
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Cluster masses (CMB halo lensing) 

See J. Bartlett’s talk 
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Cluster detection probability 

60 GHz 

220 GHz 

800 GHz 

σY map 
Cosmological 

constraints 
(Fisher forecast) 
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•  Work on the cluster science paper recently restarted 
 
•  All-sky PSM simulations (with up-to-date SZ component) are 
now available for the baseline (1.5m) configuration. 
Soon for 1.2 and 1.8m configurations + CMB-S4 

•  Astrophysical and cosmological questions (sample 
characterization @ z>1 and z>2, cosmological constrains) 
 
•  Still a lot of work to do and science to explore. Volunteers 
welcome ! 

Conclusions 


